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Abstract

The D’Urville Sea, East Antarctica, is a major source of Dense Shelf Water (DSW), a precursor of Antarctic

Bottom Water (AABW). AABW is a key water mass involved in the worldwide ocean circulation and long-term

climate variability. The properties of AABW in global climate models suffer from several biases, making climate

projections uncertain. These models are potentially omitting or misrepresenting important mechanisms involved in

the formation of DSW, such as tides and ocean–ice shelf interactions. Recent studies pointed out that tides and ice

shelves significantly influence the coastal seas of Antarctica, where AABW originates from. Yet, the implications

of these two processes in the formation and evolution of DSW are poorly understood, in particular in the D’Urville

Sea. Using a series of NEMO-LIM numerical simulations, we assess the sensitivity of dense water formation in the

D’Urville Sea to the representation of tides and ocean–ice shelf interactions during the years 2010–2015. We show

that the ice shelves off Adélie Land are highly sensitive to tidal forcing, with a significant basal melt increase in the

presence of tides. Ice shelf basal melt freshens the ocean over significant portions of the coastal seas at the depth

of the ice-shelf draft. An opposite warming and increase in salinity is found in the upper layers. The influence of

ice-shelf basal melt on the ocean is largely increased in the presence of tides. However, the production of sea ice is

found to be mostly unaffected by these two processes. Water mass transport out of polynyas and ice shelf cavities are

then investigated, together with their sensitivity to tides and ocean–ice shelf interactions. Ice shelf basal melt impacts

the volume of dense waters in two ways: 1) Dense Shelf Water and Modified Shelf Water are consumed to form water

masses of intermediate density inside the ice shelf cavities, and 2) the freshening of the ocean subsurface makes its

transformation into dense water by sea ice formation more difficult. These results suggest that ice shelf basal melt

variability can explain part of the observed changes of dense water properties, and may also affect the production of

dense water in a future climate.
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1. Introduction

As polar regions face changes at an alarming rate, concerns about their linkages with global climate emerge. It is

indubitable that the reduction of the sea ice cover will affect the Earth’s climate through changes in radiative balance

(Curry et al., 1995), or that the ongoing melt of continental ice sheets will enhance sea level rise (Alley et al., 2005).

However, the future of polar regions is uncertain. Amongst unsolved questions, the evolution of Antarctic Bottom5

Water (AABW) in a changing climate remains particularly challenging. AABW is the densest water mass found

globally. Made of cold and saline water, it occupies a large portion of the World Ocean’s sea floor (Johnson, 2008).

AABW forms and sinks at high latitudes of the Southern Ocean, after mixing of cold and saline Dense Shelf Water

(DSW) and warmer Cirumpolar Deep Water (CDW). Due to its long renewal time, AABW is able to store heat and

CO2 for several centuries (Pardo et al., 2014). As AABW occupies a large portion of the World Ocean, any warming10

of this water would be accompanied by a global sea level rise due to thermal expansion (Purkey and Johnson, 2013).

AABW also takes part in the low-frequency climate variability through its implication in the ocean thermohaline

circulation (Stocker et al., 1992; Jacobs, 2004). Observations suggest that AABW has been undergoing significant

changes in the recent past. For instance, Purkey and Johnson (2013) showed that the deep Southern Ocean has been

warming and freshening over the past decades, in particular in the East Antarctic basins (Aoki et al., 2005; Rintoul,15

2007), while Aoki et al. (2020) revealed a reversal of the trend after 2010. As modifications of AABW are expected to

have far reaching consequences, such changes illustrate the need for trustworthy projections of future polar climate.

Unfortunately, the current generation of global climate models (GCMs) presents several biases in the Southern Ocean.

In particular, they struggle to represent the current AABW properties. Sallée et al. (2013) found that the water masses

of the Southern Ocean are too light and too warm in GCMs used in the CMIP5 (Climate Model Intercomparisaion20

Project phase 5) exercise. Heuzé et al. (2013) concluded that only a few CMIP5 models are able to form DSW along

the coast of Antarctica, where intense DSW formation has been observed (Ohshima et al., 2013; Williams et al.,

2008). Heuzé (2020) showed that numerous models from the CMIP6 exercise, while providing better results than

their predecessors, produced most of the AABW through open-ocean convection. This questions the ability of GCMs

to simulate the future of AABW and of the Earth’s climate.25

DSW (a precursor to AABW) forms when large amounts of salt are rejected during seawater freezing. The increase

in surface water density destabilizes the water column and potentially leads to convection. High sea ice production

required for DSW formation is mostly found in coastal seas of Antarctica (Tamura et al., 2008), where katabatic winds

are frequent (Mathiot et al., 2010). The fine scale of polynyas and coastal katabatic winds makes their representation

delicate in GCMs, which might be a cause for the lack of DSW formation. Besides, the importance of some processes30

occurring below the ocean surface may have been overlooked. The stratification of the ocean, and in particular the

freshwater content in the water column are expected to interfere with the formation of DSW. For instance, De Lavergne

et al. (2014) demonstrated that a surface freshening of the Southern Ocean could imply a cessation of deep convection

in the Weddell Sea. Concerning the D’Urville Sea, Lacarra et al. (2014) proposed that ocean convection could also be
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reduced by the presence of a marked pycnocline following winters of intense DSW formation in areas of limited lateral

exchange of bottom water properties. Finally, the properties of the dense water being produced would also depend

on the state of the water masses being entrained during the winter convection. For instance, Circumpolar Deep Water

(CDW) is believed to be involved in DSW formation (Mantyla and Reid, 1983). However, the understanding of the

processes governing the presence of CDW, the stratification and the properties of water masses of coastal seas of5

Antarctica is still incomplete.

Tides and ice shelf cavities have been ignored in studies based on GCMs. Models of the CMIP6 exercise do not

explicitly represent tides and rely on parameterisations of tidal mixing. In several models, ocean–ice shelf interactions

are either omitted, such as in GFDL-CM4 (Held et al., 2019) or simply parameterized: freshwater flux from the ice

sheet is for instance applied at the surface of the ocean in MPI-ESM (Jungclaus et al., 2013; Mauritsen et al., 2019).10

More sophisticated representations exist in HadGEM3 or IPSL models (Storkey et al., 2018; Boucher et al., 2020),

where the freshwater flux is applied in subsurface to mimic the impact of ocean–ice shelf interactions. Few models,

such as the AWI-CM (Wang et al., 2014; Semmler et al., 2019), represent ice-shelf cavities. While this illustrates

the effort put into accounting for this process in GCMs over the recent years, models with realistic representation

of ocean–ice shelf interactions remain uncommon. However, a growing body of evidence suggests that these two15

processes have a substantial impact on the coastal seas of Antarctica. Tides can notably modulate the export of DSW

out of the continental shelf over the spring/neap tidal cycle in the Ross Sea (Padman et al., 2009). They favor the

inflow of warm CDW onto the continental shelf, alongside with the eddies (Stewart et al., 2018). They also influence

DSW volume through an enhanced mixing between DSW and CDW (Wang et al., 2013). Simultaneously, tides can

affect sea ice production through the periodic opening and closing of leads (Luneva et al., 2015) or sea ice motion20

(Koentopp et al., 2005). Tides are also a strong contributor to ice shelf basal melt (Makinson et al., 2011; Mueller et al.,

2012; Arzeno et al., 2014; Padman et al., 2018; Jourdain et al., 2019; Hausmann et al., 2020). Besides, several studies

emphasized the significant impact of ice shelves on ocean and sea ice. Numerical studies suggested that increases in

ice shelf meltwater could favor (Bintanja et al., 2015), have no significant effect (Pauling et al., 2016), or even reduce

the sea ice cover in some regions (Jourdain et al., 2017; Mathiot et al., 2017; Merino et al., 2018). Furthermore,25

enhanced ice shelf melting induces a subsurface warming all around Antarctica, with effects on AABW formation

and the global climate system (Menviel et al., 2010; Fogwill et al., 2015; Bronselaer et al., 2018; Golledge et al.,

2019; Schloesser et al., 2019). Moreover, Silvano et al. (2018) suggested that freshwater from ice shelf melting might

suppress DSW formation in the Amundsen polynya (west Antarctica) and along the Sabrina coast (east Antarctica),

but not in other regions such as the Cape Darnley polynya. The understanding of the mechanisms connecting tides30

and ice shelves to DSW formation is vague, in particular in other regions of the Southern Ocean.

The D’Urville Sea, located off Adélie Land in East Antarctica, is one of the major sources of DSW and AABW

(Rintoul, 1998). This production is supported by the intense and persistent katabatic winds typical of the region

(Wendler et al., 1997; Williams et al., 2008), favoring high rates of sea ice production (as shown by Mathiot et al.

(2012)). It has been the focus of several studies following the calving of the Mertz ice tongue in 2010, which led35
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to a decrease in polynya activity and DSW production (Kusahara et al., 2011; Lacarra et al., 2014; Cougnon et al.,

2017; Snow et al., 2018). Despite these studies, several questions remain concerning the processes involved in DSW

formation in the D’Urville Sea. The influence of ice shelf basal melt on ocean circulation, sea ice and DSW production

is not well understood yet, and no study has focused on the influence of tides on the cross-shelf exchange or ice shelf

basal melt in this region.5

The present study assesses the role of tides and ocean–ice shelf interactions in DSW formation in the d’Urville Sea.

We investigate the influence of tides on ice shelf basal melt, the role of tides and ocean–ice shelf interactions on coastal

sea water mass properties and circulation, and how these changes impact dense water. To do so, we run high-resolution

ocean–sea ice simulations of the D’Urville Sea incorporating both tides and ocean–ice shelf interactions. The model

used is NEMO-LIM 3.6 and is forced by the ERA5 atmospheric reanalysis. The period of interest is 2010-2015.10

A series of sensitivity experiments are performed in which we turn off the representation of tides, ocean–ice shelf

interactions or both processes together. We analyse the sensitivity of the ice shelf to tides, and how both processes

affect the ocean mean state and the dense water production off Adélie Land. The paper is organised as follows.

The model configuration and forcing as well as the experimental design are presented in section 2. Our reference

simulation is evaluated in section 3. Sensitivity experiments to tides and ice shelves are analyzed in section 4. A15

general discussion and the conclusions are presented in sections 5 and 6.

2. The model, boundary conditions and experimental design

We developed a regional configuration of the NEMO platform (Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean,

Madec (2016)) in its version 3.6 together with the sea ice model LIM3.6 (Louvain-la-Neuve sea Ice Model). The

ocean component is based on primitive equations, assuming hydrostatic balance and using the Boussinesq approxi-20

mation. Parameterizations include a Turbulent Kinetic Energy scheme (Bougeault and Lacarrere, 1989; Gaspar et al.,

1990) for vertical mixing, convection is represented by enhancing vertical mixing, the surface pressure gradient is

treated with a time-splitting approach together with a non-linear free surface. The grid is refined from the ORCA1

tripolar grid to obtain a locally isotropic resolution corresponding to 1/24◦ longitude, i.e. from 1.7 to 2.3 km over the

domain (130◦E-150◦E and 60◦S-70◦S, see Figure 1). This is not enough to fully resolve the eddies on the coastal seas25

where the baroclinic radius range from 1 to 6 km (Hallberg, 2013). The vertical discretization consists of 75 levels of

increasing thickness from top to bottom (1 m at the ocean surface, 200 m at depths larger than 3500 m), together with

partial step of the bottom cells (and top cells under ice shelves). A no-slip lateral boundary condition is applied at the

coast. The ocean time step is 150 s. We use a polynomial approximation of the reference Thermodynamic Equation

Of Seawater (TEOS-10) [IOC, SCOR, APSO, 2010] optimized for a Boussinesq fluid (Roquet et al. 2015). The sea30

ice component, LIM3.6, is a dynamic-thermodynamic model described in Vancoppenolle et al. (2009) and Rousset

et al. (2015). The configuration of LIM in our model derives from the one of Rousset et al. (2015). A subgrid scale

distribution of sea ice thickness is used with 5 categories. The time step for the sea ice model is set to 900 s, with
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600 subcycles to solve sea ice rheology. Sea ice–ocean and sea ice–atmosphere drag coefficients are 5.0 × 10−3 and

1.4 × 10−3, respectively.

Surface boundary fluxes are computed every 900 s using the CORE bulk formulas (Large and Yeager, 2004). No

salinity restoring is applied. At the domain boundaries, a flow relaxation scheme (Engedahl, 1995) is applied to the

three-dimensional ocean variables and two-dimensional sea ice variables. A Flather scheme (Flather, 1994) is used5

for barotropic velocities and sea surface elevation. Ice shelf cavities with explicit ocean–ice shelf interactions are

represented by the ice shelf module introduced in NEMO by Mathiot et al. (2017), i.e. using the three-equations

formulation from Jenkins (1991). Transfer coefficients are velocity dependent: γT = ΓT × u∗. The friction velocity is

given by u∗ = Cd ×
√

u2
T ML and constant values of ΓT taken from Jourdain et al. (2017) are used (ΓT = 2.21 × 10−2

and ΓS = 6.4 × 10−5 for temperature and salinity, respectively), Cd is the top drag coefficient, set to 2 × 10−3, and10

uT ML is the ocean velocity in the top boundary layer (Losch, 2008). The thickness of the top boundary layer equals

the thickness of the top wet cell.

Figure 1: Map of the model domain (D’Urville Sea). Blue shading corresponds to the bathymetry and yellow shading to the ice shelf draft. Purple

dots represent grounded icebergs. From West to East, DB: Dibble Bank, DT: D’Urville Trough, DD: D’Urville Depression, AB: Adélie Bank,

B9B: grounded iceberg, AS: Adélie Sill, AD: Adélie Depression, MB: Mertz Bank, MS: Mertz Sill, ND: Ninnis Depression, MT: Mertz Trough,

NB: Ninnis Bank. The black line corresponds to transect 1 in Figure 9. Red squares indicate boxes for water mass transformation computation

(Figure 11). 1: B9B polynya, 2: Mertz Glacier Polynya, 3: Mertz Bank Polynya, 4: Ninnis Bank Polynya, 5: Ninnis Glacier Polynya.

Bathymetry is adapted from the GEBCO dataset (Weatherall et al., 2015), which includes the high-resolution

measurements from Beaman et al. (2011). To ensure consistency with boundary conditions, the bathymetry at the15

boundaries is set to the bathymetry of the reanalysis used as lateral forcing. The B9B iceberg is mapped from LAND-

SAT8 images and added as an ice shelf. A second iceberg is added on the Dibble Bank, in the western part of the

domain. Both iceberg locations appear to be almost unchanged over the period 2011-2015. B9B iceberg draft is set to

300 m following Mayet et al. (2013) and is treated as an ice shelf. We also set the Dibble iceberg draft to 300m. Ice

draft and bathymetry under ice shelves are adapted from Bedmap2 dataset (Fretwell et al., 2013). Bathymetry and ice20
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draft are illustrated in Figure 1.

Tidal velocities and elevation of 18 tidal constituents from the Finite Element Solution 2012 (FES2012, Carrère et al.

(2012)) are applied at the domain boundaries as in Maraldi et al. (2013) and Jourdain et al. (2019). To assess the rep-

resentation of tides in our model configuration, we first run a pseudo-barotropic experiment as in Maraldi et al. (2013)

and Jourdain et al. (2019). This simulation is referred as BARO herafter. The results are compared to FES2012 in5

Figure 2. The simulated tide is in good agreement with the external solution FES2012 for the semidiurnal constituent

(here M2), with a RMSE of 0.49 cm/s and a mean bias of +0.12 cm/s over the continental shelf. The amplitude of the

diurnal tidal velocities (here O1) is underestimated in BARO, especially at the shelf break, with a mean bias of -2.2

cm/s over the continental shelf.

The surface boundary conditions are derived from the 3-hourly ERA5 atmospheric reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2020).10

The iceberg melt climatology of Merino et al. (2016) is used as an additional freshwater flux. Boundary condi-

tions for ocean and sea ice at daily frequency are derived from the 1/12◦ PSY4V3R1 ocean and sea ice analysis

(https://www.mercator-ocean.fr/). It assimilates sea surface temperatures from OSTIA (Donlon et al., 2012), sea ice

concentration from OSISAF (EUMETSAT, 2015), the CORA4.1 dataset (Cabanes et al., 2013) and WOA13 (Zweng

et al., 2013; Locarnini et al., 2013) below 2000 m depth. In order to reduce biases present on the coastal seas in the15

analysis used as lateral boundaries, we apply a correction towards the WOA18 climatology (Locarnini et al., 2018;

Zweng et al., 2018). The temperature and salinity of the WOA18 climatology are imposed and daily anomalies from

the PSY4V3R1 analysis with respect to their climatological values are added. The correction is only applied on the

continental shelf (defined as the portions of the domain boundary where the bathymetry is shallower than 1000 m)

because PSY4V3R1 shows better agreement with the observations in the open ocean and in order to reduce model20

instabilities. To minimize the mismatch between the surface water properties and sea ice conditions, the first ocean

level is left unchanged, the correction is then linearly applied between z=1 m and z=10 m. To avoid a sharp lateral

contrast between the shelf seas and the offshore ocean, the strength of the correction is linearly decreased on the 10

points following the shelf break. A constant sea ice salinity of 10 g/kg as well as a sea ice temperature of -3.15 ◦C are

applied at the boundaries. A predefined sea ice thickness distribution is used for distributing the cell average thickness25

from PSY4V3R1 into the 5 categories of our simulations.

Large portions of the Adélie shelf seas are covered by patches of landfast sea ice (sea ice fastened to the coast, to the

ice shelf tongues or to grounded icebergs, see Fraser et al. (2012)), often combined with the opening of polynyas on

their lee side (Nihashi and Ohshima, 2015). Kusahara et al. (2010) successfully simulated the polynyas off Adélie

Land by imposing barriers to sea ice advection as a way of mimicking the presence of icebergs. Fraser et al. (2012)30

suggested that landfast ice can form in a field of isolated grounded icebergs. This hypothesis is supported by the re-

sults of Olason (2016), who showed that the arching of sea ice anchored to several islands could lead to the formation

of landfast sea ice, provided that the sea ice can offer tensile strength. This process was included in a viscous-plastic

sea ice model by Lemieux et al. (2016) for the Arctic Ocean. The sea ice rheology from our model was adapted

following Lemieux et al. (2016) to increase the sea ice tensile strength. The spatial distribution of small grounded35
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icebergs off Adélie Land was obtained from the analysis of LANDSAT images taken between 2010 and 2015 (see

Figure 1). These grounded icebergs are treated as land in the sea ice model and they mask air-sea fluxes. They do not

produce freshwater as the contribution of icebergs to the freshwater budget is already accounted for in the runoff (as

it includes the iceberg melt climatology of Merino et al. (2018)) or is computed interactively in the case of the B9B

iceberg (treated as an ice shelf). The ocean currents are free to cross grounded icebergs (as in Kusahara et al. (2017)).5

Our experimental design consists of a reference simulation and a set of sensitivity experiments. All simulations starts

from the WOA18 climatology in January 2007 and are run from 2007 to 2015. Years 2007-2009 are discarded from

the analysis. The reference simulation (denoted REF) includes both tides and ocean–ice shelf interactions (open ice

shelf cavities and interactive basal melt). In the noT simulation, the tidal forcing at the domain boundary is turned off.

In noI, the under ice shelf cavities are masked and there is no freshwater or heat flux at ocean–ice shelf interface. This10

is done to completely remove the effect of ocean–ice shelf interactions. Simulation noA has both tides and ocean–ice

shelf interactions turned off, with the same methodology as noI and noT. Table 1 summarizes the simulations.

Tides Ice shelves

REF yes yes (cavity and flux)

noT no yes (cavity and flux)

noI yes no (closed and no flux)

noA no no (closed and no flux)

BARO yes yes (cavity and no flux)

Table 1: Names and descriptions of the simulations performed in the present study.

3. Model evaluation

3.1. Sea ice

In order to evaluate our simulation, two sea ice concentration datasets are used: the OSI450 (Lavergne et al., 2019)15

and ASI-SSMI products (Spreen et al., 2008; Kaleschke et al., 2001). The two datasets have different resolutions:

12.5 km for ASI-SSMI and 25 km for OSI450. We compare the simulated sea ice concentrations in REF with

these satellite products over 2010-2015 (Figure 3). The simulated and observed sea ice extents in summer (January,

February, March) are limited to the continental shelf (south of 65◦S). The model represents the spatial distribution of

sea ice concentration reasonably well but has a tendency to underestimate the summer sea ice cover. It can be noted20

that a peninsula is present in the western part of the domain in ASI-SSMI, but not in the bathymetry and ice scape

dataset used for the model. LANDSAT-8 images covering 2010-2015 (supplementary figure A.1) reveal that there is

no such peninsula or ice tongue during our simulated period, but rather a large number of small grounded icebergs

and associated landfast ice.
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Figure 2: Maps of the amplitude of the semi-major axis of the tidal current ellipse for constituents O1 (panels A and B) and M2 (panels C and D)

as simulated in BARO experiment (A and C) and in FES2012 solution (B and D). The thick black line represents coastline or ice shelf grounding

line/edge. The thin black lines corresponds to the bathymetric contours plotted every 200 m between 0 and 1200 m. DB: Dibble bank, AB: Adélie

bank, AD: Adélie Depression, MB: Mertz bank, ND: Ninnis Depression, NB: Ninnis bank.

The simulated sea ice extent in winter (May, June, July, August, September) is in good agreement with ASI-SSMI. Sea

ice concentrations higher than 0.8 are found south of 64◦S in both the model and observations, and the average ice edge

is located around 62◦S. On the continental shelf, our model tends to locally overestimate the sea ice concentration.

The temporal evolution of the total sea ice area as observed in OSI450 and ASI-SSMI and as simulated in REF is

illustrated in panel E of Figure 3. The interannual variability of the total sea ice area is well captured by our model5

with a correlation of 0.97 (significant at 2σ) between REF and ASI-SSMI or OSI450 . The absolute maximum of sea

ice area is reached in winter 2011, and the maximum high summer sea ice area observed in 2013 is also reproduced

by the model. It can be noted that the interannual variability of sea ice area is large, with maximas ranging between

3.5 × 105 km2 (in 2015) and 5 × 105 km2 (in 2011).

Thanks to the inclusions of grounded icebergs and to the modification of the sea ice rheology to account for its10

tensile strength, the model produces large areas of landfast sea ice and several polynyas. Landfast ice covers large

portions of the continental shelf (Figure 4b). Patches of landfast sea ice form windward of grounded icebergs (on the

Dibble, Adélie, Mertz and Ninnis banks) or ice shelf tongues (Mertz and Ninnis Glaciers). The spatial distribution

of landfast sea ice simulated by the model is in good agreement with the one described by Fraser et al. (2012). The

largest difference between the model and Fraser’s dataset is located on the eastern side of the D’Urville Sea: this15

is due to the calving of the Mertz Ice Tongue and the relocation of the B9B which blocked sea ice further upwind

before 2010. The occurrence of polynyas (Figure 4a) closely matches the location of landfast ice patches. Six regions

appear to be frequently free of sea ice during winter. They can be found on the lee side of the landfast ice patches.
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Figure 3: a-d: maps of sea ice concentration averaged on the 2010-2015 period. A and B: summer months (JFM) for REF and ASI-SSMI,

respectively. (c) and (d): same as (a) and (b), but for winter months (JJASO). Sea ice concentrations below 15% have been removed in both the

simulation and observational dataset. E: time series of total sea ice area (where sea ice concentration >15%) as simulated by REF and observed in

OSI 450 (continuous line) and ASI-SSMI (dashed line).

Only the Mertz Polynya is directly attached to the coast. Distinct processes might be at play for the formation of

these polynyas, as suggested by Massom et al. (1998): the Mertz Polynya is driven by katabatic wind while the other

polynyas are forced by the prevailing easterly winds. The estimated and simulated amount of sea ice produced in the
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Figure 4: Polynya (a) and landfast ice probability (b) in REF simulation, averaged between 2010-2015. Polynyas are defined as enclosed contour

of sea ice with a concentration lower than 0.5 or a thickness lower than 0.2 m. Names of the polynyas: DBP: Dibble bank, B9BP: B9B iceberg,

MGP: Mertz glacier, MBP: Mertz bank, NGP: Ninnis glacier, NBP: Ninnis bank. Landfast ice is defined as the sea ice with a two week-averaged

velocity lower than 1 mm/s. Cumulated sea ice production (c) as simulated in REF and (d) estimated in Tamura et al. (2008) and Tamura et al.

(2016) (using ERA-interim). Averaged between 2011 and 2013. Sea ice production rates lower than 3 m/yr have been masked. The simulated sea

ice production rate is the sum of the freezing of open water and the growth of sea ice thinner than 0.2 m, as in Tamura et al. (2016).

polynyas off Adélie Land are indicated in Table 2. The simulation underestimates the volume of sea ice produced

compared to Tamura et al. (2016), in particular due to lower sea ice production in the Mertz Bank and Ninnis Bank

polynyas (MBP and NBP) and to the absence of the polynya at 1400 E. This might be due to a failure of the sea ice

model to simulate certain polynya or to a potential overestimation of the sea ice production by Tamura et al. (2016),

as they make the hypothesis that all the heat lost by the ocean is used for sea water freezing, and not to cool down the5

ocean. On the contrary, the model overestimates sea ice production in the Mertz and Ninnis Glacier polynyas.

3.2. Water masses

The simulated ocean properties on the continental shelf off Adélie Land are compared against CTD measurements

from the World Ocean Database 2018 in Figure 5a,b. Only the measurements obtained after 2010 are taken into

account as the simulation is performed with the post-calving ice shelf geometry (after the Mertz calving in 2010 and10

B9B relocation in 2011). The simulated temperatures are in good agreement with the observations down to 300 m,

then the simulation exhibits a warm bias of 0.5◦C. The simulated salinity is higher than the observed one in the top

200 m, and slightly lower deeper in the water column. The different water masses simulated in the d’Urville Sea are

shown on the diagram of Figure 5c. Water masses can be divided in several poles with distinct properties. Antarctic

surface water (AASW) corresponds to water with temperature ranging from -1.7 to 1 ◦C and relatively low salinity.15
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Polynya REF Tamura et al. (2016)

DBP 72.10 +
−7.94 67.34 +

−4.48

B9BP 45.52 +
−1.75 38.94 +

−5.55

MGP 36.01 +
−1.99 14.55 +

−3.01

MBP 24.29 +
−3.01 36.69 +

−0.53

NGP 43.12 +
−3.97 31.50 +

−12.15

NBP 21.96 +
−1.05 36.78 +

−4.06

Shelf 337.73 +
−19.32 409.28 +

−41.69

Table 2: Yearly sea ice production (km3) in the polynyas off Adélie Land (see Figure 4 for polynya locations) and over the entire continental shelf,

as simulated in REF and as estimated by Tamura et al. (2016). Averaged between 2011 and 2013.

Winter Water (WW) is a relatively saline and cold (below -1.7◦C) water mass, formed during the destratification in

winter. Following Lacarra et al. (2014) and Whitworth III et al. (1998), we use the neutral density γn to discriminate

the dense water masses. The pole of Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) is defined as the water mass with γn between

28.0 and 28.27 kg/m3, together with a relatively high temperature. We divide this pole in two water masses identified

by their temperature: relatively pure CDW has a temperature above -0.5◦C, while modified CDW (mCDW) is cooler.5

The densest WW forms the Dense Shelf Waters (DSW). We define Dense Shelf Water (DSW) as the water mass with

γn > 28.27 kg/m3 and a temperature below -1.75◦C. Modified Shelf Water (MSW) is a water mass with γn > 28.27

kg/m3 and a temperature above -1.75◦C. We also define the Shelf Waters (SW) as the water mass with γn > 28.27

kg/m3 with no distinction on the temperature.

The volume of SW present in summer (January to March) in the WOA18 climatology (decade 2005-2017) is estimated10

to 5.5812 m3, with 3.9512 m3 of DSW. In the REF simulation, there is 3.8812 m3 of SW, which are composed at more

than 90% of MSW (only 0.212 m3 of DSW). The DSW produced in winter in REF (see Result section) is quickly

exported or converted to MSW after its mixing with CDW. It is worth noting that the WOA18 climatology used here

is built upon data from 2005 to 2017, thus incorporating measurements anterior to the 2010 calving and associated

regime shift. Moreover, the simulated ocean had several years to adjust to the post-calving coastline and ice scape15

thanks to the spin-up, while the actual ocean might still be adjusting to this event (CTD casts performed after 2015

suggest the replacement of some DSW by MSW in the Adélie Depression, see supplementary Figure A.3). The

potential limitations emerging from this bias are presented and commented in the Discussion section.

3.3. Ice shelves

The averaged basal melt rate of the major ice shelves or icebergs off Adélie Land obtained in the REF simulation20

between years 2010 and 2015 are shown in supplementary Figure A.4 and compared to estimates of Rignot et al.

(2013), Depoorter et al. (2013) and Adusumilli et al. (2020) (hereafter R13, D13 and A20 respectively) in Table 3.
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Figure 5: Vertical profiles of a) temperature and b) salinity on the continental shelves of Adélie Land. Black: CTD from the WOA18 database.

Blue: as simulated in REF. Pale colors: individual profiles. Bright colors: basin average. Simulated profiles are taken at the same location and time

as the CTD measurements.. c) Temperature / salinity diagram on the continental shelf off Adélie Land as simulated in REF. Sampled between years

2010-2015. Dashed black contours: neutral density γn. Dashed blue line: surface freezing temperature. Dashed red line: temperature of -1.8◦C.

AASW: Antarctic Surface Water, WW: Winter Water, CDW: Circumpolar Deep Water, mCDW: modified CDW, DSW: Dense Shelf Water, MSW:

Modified Shelf Water. d) locations of CTDs used in panels a) and b).

The simulated basal melt rates are lower than the estimates from R13 and D13 for the Dibble ice shelf and larger

for the Mertz and Ninnis ice shelves. The simulated Mertz basal melt is however lower than the estimates of A20.

The basal melt estimates of R13 and D13 were obtained using mostly data from the years 2000-2010. This limits

direct comparison due to potential decadal variability. Moreover, the Mertz and Ninnis ice shelves have undergone

drastic changes over the past decades. For instance, the Ninnis ice tongue calved in 2000 and the Mertz one in early5

2010. These events had important repercussions for sea ice production, ocean circulation and glacier dynamics, with

possible consequences for the basal melt rates (Cougnon et al., 2017; Kusahara et al., 2017). Previous studies also

suggested different basal melt rate values for these ice shelves: Berthier et al. (2003) and Rignot (2002) estimated the

basal melt rate of the Mertz glacier to be 11 m/yr and 18 m/yr, respectively.
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REF

Avg. Std. Min. - Max. R13 D13 A20

Dibble 3.08 0.94 1.82 - 4.04 5.5 +
−0.9 6.5 +

−2 -

Mertz 2.79 0.91 1.62 - 4.02 1.4 +
−0.6 0.8 +

−0.7 5.0 +
−2.4

Ninnis 3.35 1.09 2.10 - 4.52 1.2 +
−2 0 +

−1.5 -

Table 3: Basal melt rate (in m/yr) and its interannual standard deviation for major ice shelves as simulated in REF and as estimated from observations

by Rignot et al. (2013), Depoorter et al. (2013) and Adusumilli et al. (2020) (R13, D13 and A20, respectively).

4. Sensitivity of ice, ocean and DSW to tides and ice shelves

4.1. Ice shelf melting induced by tides

In this section, we analyse the sensitivity to ocean–ice shelf interactions, which is in fact a sensitivity to the

presence of an ice shelf cavity and to the associated heat and freshwater fluxes (see section 2). Tides and ocean–ice

shelf interactions are closely linked processes, and part of their effects can arise from interplay between each other.5

Therefore, we first evaluate the sensitivity of the basal melt of Adélie Land’s ice shelves to tides.

Figure 6: Monthly basal melt rate of the three largest ice shelves of Adélie Land and iceberg B9B. a: Dibble, b: B9B, c: Mertz and d: Ninnis. Red

curve: without tides (noT), orange curve: with tides (REF).

Tides lead to an increase in ice shelf and iceberg basal melt rates (Figure 6). The relative increase in basal melt

is comparable between the three ice shelves (+62% for Dibble and Mertz and +72% for Ninnis). It reaches a much

higher value of +250% for the B9B iceberg.

Tides can affect ice shelf basal melt through dynamical and thermodynamical effects (Jourdain et al., 2019). In the10

first case, tidal velocities enhance the turbulent heat flux at the ice-ocean interface. In the second case, tides induce

changes in ocean temperature and salinity at the ice-ocean interface either through the mean tidal circulation or tidal
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mixing. Following Jenkins (1991), the heat flux from the ocean to the ice shelf can be written as: ρwcwγT (T − T0),

with ρw the density of seawater, cw the specific heat of seawater, γT the transfer velocity, T the temperature of seawater

and T0 the freezing point of seawater. Here, we define the tidal dynamical forcing as the difference in γT and the tidal

thermal forcing as the difference in the term T − T0 between simulations REF and noT. The two contributions are

illustrated in the maps of Figure 7. Tides increase γT over most of the ice shelves (Figures 7b and 7d). γT is twice as5

large in REF than in noT for the Mertz, Ninnis and Dibble ice shelves. Even larger changes are observed beneath the

B9B iceberg, where γT is increased by a factor 5. This strong sensitivity to tides arises from the large amplitude of

tidal velocities found beneath B9B (Figure 2 and also supplementary Figure A.2). The thermal effect of tides (Figures

7a and 7c) partly compensates the dynamical forcing, likely because more dynamically induced melting tends to cool

the top boundary layer beneath ice shelves (Jourdain et al., 2019). All ice shelves indeed undergo a decreased thermal10

forcing in the presence of tides, with variable magnitude (weaker for the Ninnis ice shelf than for the Mertz or Dibble

ice shelves). Only the B9B iceberg exhibits a slightly positive thermal contribution from tides which may be related

to more complex tide-induced vertical mixing or advection than in ice shelf cavities.

Figure 7: a and c: relative changes in thermal forcing at the ice shelf base between REF and noT Rth =
(T−T0)REF−(T−T0)noT

(T−T0)noT
. b and d: relative

difference in ocean–ice shelf heat transfer velocity between REF and noTID Rdyn =
(γT REF−γT noT )

γT noT
. Dibble: a and b: B9B, Mertz and Ninnis: c and

d.
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Figure 8: Mean state (2010-2015 averaged) of the ocean temperature (a), salinity (b) and ocean velocity (d) at 300 m depth simulated in REF.

Average sea ice production during March-October simulated in REF (c). Bathymetry is indicated as black contours every 200 m in (a),(b),(c) and

as color shading in (d).

4.2. Effect of tides and ocean–ice shelf interactions on the modeled ocean mean state

The ocean mean state, the mean circulation and the mean sea ice production simulated in REF are shown on Figure

8. Relatively warm and saline mCDW occupies the northernmost part of the continental shelf, on the east of the Mertz

and Ninnis banks. Cooler and relatively fresher water masses are found along the coast, in the southwestern half of

the Adélie Depression and west of the Adélie Bank. The mean ocean circulation on the continental shelf consists of a5

westward current crossing the Adélie Depression from the east to the northwest. This current forms east of the Mertz

Sill, from the confluence of a cold and fresh coastal current from the south and the inflow of CDW from the north.

This confluence leads to the sporadic inflow of mCDW into the Adélie Depression (intrusions of mCDW from the

east were suggested by Snow et al. (2016) and Martin et al. (2017)).

As tides substantially influence ocean–ice shelf interactions, it can be of interest to differentiate the individual effect10

of each process and the effect of the interactions between tides and ice shelf. To isolate the effect of ocean–ice

shelf interactions, we compute the differences between the simulations noT and noA (respectively noI and noA for
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the effect of tides). The effect of the interactions between tides and ice shelf (namely the tide-induced basal melt

increase, hereafter tides–ice shelf interactions) can be obtained by subtracting the combination of the effects of tides

and ocean–ice shelf interactions considered separately, namely noI-noA and noT-noA, to the total effect REF-noA.

To understand how ice shelf basal melt and tides affect the water column, we investigate the differences in ocean

temperature and salinity between the sensitivity experiments as a function of depth along the section 1 of Figure 1.5

Results are displayed in Figure 9. This section is roughly parallel to the coastline and follows the mean westward

current (see Figure 8). In simulation REF, the current first encounters the Ninnis ice shelf in the Ninnis depression,

where the ocean undergoes a first cooling and freshening. At the Mertz Sill, the confluence with the current from the

north-east carrying CDW induces a slight warming. A second cooling and freshening occur after passing by the Mertz

ice shelf.10

The influence of ocean–ice shelf interactions on the water column is illustrated on panels (b) and (g) of Figure 9. A

subsurface cooling and freshening takes place in the lee of the ice shelves (-0.1◦C and -0.02 g/kg after Ninnis, -0.2◦C

and -0.05 g/kg after Mertz and B9B). This signal is located at the depth of the ice shelf base (around 500 m for Ninnis,

400 m for Mertz and 300 m for B9B). An opposite effect (warming and salinity increase) takes place in the top 200

m in the Adélie Depression. Tides (panels c and h of Figure 9c,h) lead to a slight cooling below 200 m and a rise15

in salinity in the top 200 m of the Adélie Depression. The salinity and temperature anomalies described previously

are also present with a stronger magnitude when both tides and ocean–ice shelf interactions are present (Figure 9d,i).

The interactions between tides and ice shelves (Figure 9e,j) are computed following the methodology described in the

previous paragraph. They further intensify the effect of the ice shelves on the ocean. The results presented here are

also shown as maps in supplementary Figures A.6, A.7 and A.8.20

4.3. Water mass transport and production of dense water

4.3.1. Dense water production and interannual variability

The temporal evolution of the salinity in the water column of each polynya simulated in REF is illustrated in Figure

10. Fresh water occupies the top of the water column in summer. As the surface salinity rises in response to sea ice

formation, the water column destratifies. Eventually, the salinity becomes high enough to enable the production of25

dense water (DSW, potentially converted into MSW after mixing with CDW), suggested by the rise of the 28.27 kg/m3

neutral density contour. Surface waters reach the dense water state almost every year in the MBP and NGP (Figure

10c,f), with the exception of year 2010 (and 2014 for the NGP). Despite the important sea ice growth rates in the

MGP and B9BP, surface waters only reach the dense water state in 2012. The summer surface salinity is much lower

in these two polynyas than in the three others, which can be one of the reason for the limited dense water formation.30

Even if the surface water γn do not reach the dense water state, the γn=28.27 kg/m3 contour shoals by 50 to 100 m

in summer or late winter in the MGP and NBP. This indicates that dense water production is still possible thanks to

mixing at the base of the mixed layer.

The interannual variability of sea ice production in the polynyas is displayed in panel a) of Figure 10. This variability
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Figure 9: Averaged ocean temperature along section 1 of Figure 1 (from west to east). a) REF simulation, b) noT - noA, c) noI - noA, d) REF -

noA, e) effect of tide–ice shelf interactions REF − noA − (noI − noA + noT − noA)) f) - j): same as a) - e) but for ocean salinity. Note the change

in the color axis for panel e). Black lines indicate the locations of ice shelves or the Mertz Sill.

explains an important part of the year to year difference in winter time convection. Large volumes of sea ice are

created in 2013 for the NBP, MBP and MGP. During this year, surface water density reach the density threshold in

these polynyas. Similarly, 2010 is a year of low sea ice production for most of the polynyas, and the surface salinity

remains below the dense water threshold. However, low sea ice production does not necessarily mean that dense water

formation is not possible. In 2015, the sea ice production is particularly low for the NBP and NGP, but both polynyas5

form surface water with γn > 27.28 kg/m3. In the same way, the high sea surface salinities reached in 2012 in the

MGP and B9BP are not associated to particularly large volumes of sea ice being created in these polynyas. Another

potentially important factor is the summer salinity which tends to be higher than average in these two polynyas prior
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to the 2012 convection event.

Figure 10: (a) Normalised total sea ice production in the polynyas off Adélie Land (refer to Figure 4 for polynya locations). Temporal evolution of

the water column salinity simulated in REF for the B9BP (b), MBP (c), NBP (d), MGP (e) and NGP (f). Dashed black line represents γn = 28.27

kg/m3 (used to define MSW and DSW).

4.3.2. Sensitivity of dense water to tides and ocean–ice shelf interactions

Sea ice production plays a central role in the formation of dense water. Despite the changes in the mean ocean

temperature and salinity described previously, the presence of tides and ocean–ice shelf interactions does not signif-

icantly affect the sea ice growth off Adélie Land (see supplementary Figure A.6). Changes in sea ice growth rates5

induced by tides and ocean–ice shelf interactions can locally increase or decrease sea ice production by up to 20%, but

these differences compensate each other and are not sufficient to significantly impact the cumulated sea ice production

in the polynyas (not shown).

To assess the sensitivity of the water masses budget off Adélie Land to tides and ocean–ice shelf interactions, we

compute the transport budget of each water mass across the limits of the polynyas (the water masses used for this10

computation are those defined in Figure 5c). Following the methodology of Cougnon et al. (2013), we define the

transport budget of a water mass as the difference between the inflow and the outflow of water with the properties of

the considered water mass across the boundaries of the polynya. A positive transport budget indicates that the water

mass is being exported out of the box (draining the volume of water mass which was either produced or stored in the
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box), and a negative one indicates either the storage or the destruction of the water mass in the box. Results for each

polynya and each simulation are gathered in Figure 11.

In REF, pure CDW is imported in NGP, MBP and NBP (panels c, d and e of Figure 11, respectively). This CDW

is potentially transformed in-situ and exported as mCDW, which can latter feed the MGP. Winter Water is exported

out of B9BP and MGP (panels a and b of Figure 11), but has a negative budget in NGP and NBP. The budget of5

WW in MBP is null, suggesting its direct transformation into other water masses. DSW is exported from MBP, with

secondary sources in NBP and MGP. The other type of dense water, namely MSW, is formed in the MBP and NBP

after the mixing of local DSW with intruding CDW. MSW is latter exported and stored or consumed in MGP or B9BP.

In the B9BP, MSW has a negative budget in the REF simulation, but not in the other simulations. REF also shows

higher export of lighter water masses such as mCDW and AASW than the simulations without tides and/or ocean–ice10

shelf interactions. REF stands out from the other simulation, indicating that the effect of the interplay between tides

and ocean–ice shelf interactions overcomes the effect of each process taken individually. It can still be noted that noI

(tides but no ocean–ice shelf interactions) and REF show little difference for the outflow of mCDW and WW, suggest-

ing that tides significantly contribute to these exchanges. In MGP, the simulations with ocean–ice shelf interactions

strongly differ from the two others. The import of MSW and mCDW and the export of AASW and WW only takes15

place in REF and noT. While water mass transport budget shares the same sign between these two simulations, rates

of export (or import) are higher in REF than in noT. This is in accordance with the intensification of the effect of

ocean–ice shelf interactions by tides described earlier. The export of MSW in NGP is highly reduced in both simu-

lations representing ocean–ice shelf interactions. Tides alone (noI) appear to inhibit the outflow of mCDW and the

inflow of CDW. The effect of tides on mCDW is compensated when ocean–ice shelf interactions are also accounted20

for. The water mass transport budget in MBP and NBP are almost unaffected by ocean–ice shelf interactions. This

could be expected by their relatively remote location from the ice shelves. When tides are absent (noT and noA), more

CDW and WW are imported and the export of mCDW and MSW are slightly increased for MBP.

Tides and ocean–ice shelf interactions affect the water masses transport budget in different ways from one polynya

to the other. In the B9B, the effect of ice shelves is almost insignificant in absence of tides but becomes significant25

when both processes are taken into account. Ocean–ice shelf interactions have an important effect on water mass

transport budget in MGP, and this effect is strengthened when tides are accounted for. In NGP, tides and ocean–ice

shelf interactions have independent effects which add up when both processes are considered. This analysis illustrates

that ocean–ice shelf interactions induce a net decrease of the export of dense waters out of the B9BP, NGP and MGP,

and that tides amplify this effect in B9BP and MGP. Ice shelf melting appears to favor the inflow of mCDW, CDW30

or MSW and to increase the outflow of WW or AASW. The budget of shelf water (DSW and MSW) cumulated over

all polynyas is almost null in REF (6.89 mSv), and amounts to 80.1, 62.10 and 73.26 mSv in noI, noT and noA,

respectively. These results suggest that ocean–ice shelf interactions can limit the production of dense water or favor

its consumption.

35
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Figure 11: Mean yearly water mass transport budget in the B9BP (a), MGP (b), NGP (c), MBP (d) and NBP (e) simulated in REF and in the

sensitivity experiments. Positive transport budget rates indicates net export. Black dashed lines indicate interannual standard deviation. Refer to

Figure 4a for polynya locations and Figure 5c for water mass definitions.

The influence of ocean–ice shelf interactions on dense water can be separated in two distinct contributions. First,

water masses are directly transformed inside the ice shelf cavity, either by mixing or by the heat and freshwater fluxes

at the ice-ocean interface. Then, the water mass transformations can also be modified outside the cavity due to the

changes in the water column properties (as described in Figure 9).

To understand how ocean–ice shelf interactions impact the volume of dense water, we compute the water mass trans-5

port budget for ice-shelf cavities. The average transport budgets in temperature and salinity space are shown in Figure

12 for the B9B iceberg and Mertz and Ninnis ice shelves. The temperature/salinity diagram is divided in intervals of

temperature and salinity with bin widths of 0.08◦C and 0.05 g/kg, respectively. Water mass transport budget beneath

the ice shelves consists of the import of mCDW and MSW (and lower amount of WW or AASW) and the export of

a fresher and cooler water mass. MSW is imported into the three cavities, while mCDW is only entering the Mertz10

ice shelf cavity. The water masses outflowing from the ice shelf cavities have the properties of high salinity AASW,

mCDW or WW for the B9B and Mertz, and MSW or mCDW for Ninnis. In REF, the average cooling amounts to

0.17◦C for B9B and 0.11◦C for Mertz and Ninnis, while the water masses are freshened by 0.12, 0.05 and 0.03 g/kg

respectively. Little amount of DSW can also be imported in the Mertz and Ninnis cavities. The basal melt of ice

shelves act as a positive buoyancy flux as it reduces the density of the inflowing water masses, leaving the freshening15

signature observed in the Adélie Depression (see Figure 9). The total import is higher in presence of tides, as ice shelf

basal melt is higher. REF exhibits an increase in basal melt-driven inflow of 45% for B9B, 21% for Mertz and 16%

for Ninnis with respect to noT. On average, dense water inflow and potential transformation beneath ice shelf cavities

amounts to 9.2 (6.7) mSv in B9BP, 28.6 (22.2) mSv in MGP and 24.4 (11.1) mSv in NGP in REF (respectively noT).
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Figure 12: Transport budget (difference between inflow and outflow) under the ice shelves calculated for REF simulation using bin widths of

0.08◦C and 0.05 g/kg for temperature and salinity, respectively. B9B iceberg (a), Mertz ice shelf (b) and Ninnis ice shelf (c) as simulated in REF.

Positive transport budget indicates net export. Black numbers represent the overturning rate in REF and noT computed as the volume of water

being imported in the cavity. Black contours indicate neutral density 28.0 kg/m3 (left) and 28.27 kg/m3 (right). Bottom black lines indicate freezing

point of surface temperature and T=-1.75◦C.

The changes in the water column properties or ocean circulation due to ocean–ice shelf interactions may affect the

formation of DSW outside the cavities. To investigate this effect, the water mass transport budgets were computed

in boxes 1, 2 and 5 (Figure 1) reshaped to exclude the ice-shelf. By this way, we ensure that the water mass trans-

formations accounted for are only the ones happening in the polynyas. The yearly transport budgets of dense water

(DSW and MSW) are displayed in Figure 13. When considering only the polynyas (and not the processes happening5

beneath the ice shelf cavities), the transport budget of dense water simulated in REF is almost null in B9BP, and a net

export is found for MGP and NGP. In the B9BP, only noI shows a significant departure from REF, with an important

inflow of dense water. As noT does not differ from noA, this indicates that ocean–ice shelf alone have little impact.

However, since REF includes tides and its dense water transport budget is almost null, it appears that the effect of the

tide-induced basal melt counter act the effect of tides alone. Dense water exports from the MGP are the lowest in REF10

and noT, i.e., when ocean–ice shelf interactions are present. REF shows a lower export than noT, indicating that the

intensification of the effect of ice shelf basal melt by tides exceeds the slight positive effect of tides alone (noI vs noA).

On the contrary, in the NGP, the dense water export in REF shows no difference with noA, indicating a compensation

of the negative effect of ocean–ice shelf interactions (noT v noA) by the positive effect of tides (noI vs noA).

Overall, the remote effect of ocean–ice shelf interactions slightly reduces dense water export from MGP and NGP. The15

water mass transport budget showed larger sensitivity to ocean–ice shelf interactions when the ice-shelf cavities were

included in the boxes used for the diagnostic. This indicates that most of the effect of ocean–ice shelf interactions on

dense water transport budget takes place inside the ice-shelf cavities.

5. Discussion

The production of DSW off Adélie Land has undergone an important decline after the calving of the Mertz Ice20

Tongue in 2010. While the diminution of sea ice growth is most likely the first driver of this decrease, the potential
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Figure 13: Yearly transport budget of dense water (DSW and MSW) in the B9BP (left), MGP (middle) and NGP (right) adapted to exclude the

under ice shelf cavities. Positive transport budget indicates net export. Black lines indicate the interannual standard deviation.

role of other processes is not well understood. In this study, we tested the hypothesis that ocean–ice shelf interactions

and tides can modify the water mass budget and the export of dense water. We show that ocean–ice shelf interactions

destratify the upper 500 m of the water column, leaving a fresh and cold anomaly between depths of 200 and 500 m

and a warming and salinity increase in the top 200 m. This effect is enhanced in the presence of tides, in response

to higher ice shelf basal melt. Ocean–ice shelf interactions lower the volume of dense water off Adélie Land in two5

ways: through the conversion of dense water into water masses with intermediate density in the ice shelf cavities and

by limiting the export of dense water out of the polynyas.

The basal melt of the ice shelves off Adélie Land is found to be highly sensitive to tides, with a positive dynamical

forcing compensated by a negative thermal one. This sensitivity arises from the relatively high magnitude of tidal ve-

locities in the region (especially for the B9B). Such results were already obtained in previous studies such as Jourdain10

et al. (2019) for West Antarctica and Hausmann et al. (2020) for the Ronne ice shelf. However, our results indicate that

tides considered alone have little impact on the ocean and sea ice in the eastern D’Urville Sea. Stewart et al. (2018)

suggested that tides play an important role in the intrusions of CDW onto the continental shelves. They showed,

however, that this effect was highly variable from one place to the other and can be absent from several portions of

the Antarctic continental shelf break. In our simulations, tides favor the cross-shelf intrusions of CDW west of the15

Adélie Bank (west of 140◦E) but have little impact over the section studied here (between 140◦E-150◦E). Most of the

effect of tides for the eastern D’Urville Sea resides in their interactions with ice shelves. An important implication of

this result is that tides strongly amplify the effect of ocean–ice shelf interactions. The role played by tides in coastal

seas of Antarctica might thus have been overlooked in previous studies where ocean–ice shelf interactions were not

considered.20

Ice shelf–ocean interactions lower the export of dense waters (MSW or DSW) out of the polynyas of Adélie Land.

While this result is in accordance with several previous studies (Cougnon et al., 2013; De Lavergne et al., 2014; Sil-

vano et al., 2018), the mechanism being involved seems different in our simulations. These authors indeed argued

that the input of freshwater led to a lowering of the maximum density of the winter water. In our simulations, this

process seems to takes place in the MGP, but not in the NGP and B9BP. A potential explanation for this difference25
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is the rise in the salinity of the top 200 m of the ocean induced by ocean–ice shelf interactions. A similar increase

in near-surface salinity was obtained by Mathiot et al. (2017) and was attributed to the upwelling of mCDW or shelf

waters by the basal-melt-driven overturning. In our simulations, the principal factor for the decline in dense water

formation appears to be the conversion of those dense waters (especially MSW) into lighter water masses at the ice

shelf–ocean interface. We demonstrated here that ice-shelf-induced conversion of dense water can substantially affect5

the dense water budget off Adélie Land. This illustrates the importance of representing under ice shelf cavities in

climate models. Another approach consists of applying the freshwater flux from the ice shelf in the subsurface, in

order to mimic the effect of the cavities without explicitly representing them. This methodology, proposed by Mathiot

et al. (2017) is for instance used in some CMIP6 models (Storkey et al., 2018; Lurton et al., 2020) and might be able

to reproduce the effect of the ocean–ice shelf interactions on dense water.10

The influence of ocean–ice shelf interactions on the dense water export off Adélie Land confirms the hypothesis that

changes in basal melt could be one of the driving mechanisms for dense water production variability. As mentioned

earlier, the volume and density of dense water produced in Adélie Land underwent a significant decline following the

Mertz calving and B9B relocation (Lacarra et al., 2014; Snow et al., 2016; Aoki et al., 2017). While the observed

changes in sea ice production estimated by Tamura et al. (2012) are certainly the main driver of these modifications,15

we advocate that other processes might also be involved, such as changes in ice shelf basal melt. Modeling studies of

Kusahara et al. (2017) and Cougnon et al. (2017) (hereafter K17 and C17) proposed distinct response to the calving:

K17 suggested a decrease in the Mertz basal melt while C17 advocated the opposite. In our work, only the post-

calving scenario is considered, but it can complement the two aforementioned studies. Both C17 and K17 found an

increase in mCDW intrusions east of the Mertz Sill (east of 146◦E), which lead to a warming in the Adélie depression20

in C17 but not in K17. K17 and C17 both represent ocean–ice shelf interactions, but only the model of C17 incorpo-

rates tides and a velocity dependant basal melt parameterisation (similarly to our model). Another difference is the

bathymetry and ice draft dataset used in these studies. K17 model does not include the recent measurements of Bea-

man et al. (2011), and their ice shelf drafts show important differences with the recent dataset used in this study or in

C17, especially for the Mertz ice shelf. The mean ocean state simulated here resembles the post-calving state of C17,25

especially considering the intrusions of mCDW in the Adélie depression. Our results seem to support the finding of

C17, namely an increase in ice-shelf basal melt, but this must be regarded with caution knowing the uncertainties that

remains about the ice shelf draft and bathymetry of the region. The actual changes in ice shelf basal melt post-calving

remains to be supported by observations. Under the hypothesis that the basal melt of the Mertz ice shelf increased

following the calving, our result suggest that this might be one of the reason for the dense water production decrease.30

The present study faces some limitations. The first one resides in the properties of the water masses in the Adélie

Depression. As depicted in Figure 5, our simulations exhibit a warm bias of 0.5◦C with respect to in-situ CTD casts.

The presence of MSW instead of DSW in the deep Adélie Shelf Sea can affect the ice shelf basal melt and its effect

on the SW production. In presence of colder DSW, the basal melt should be weakened, which could reduce the effect

of the ocean–ice shelf interactions on the consumption of SW. The interannual variability of the simulated ice shelf35
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melt can be used to explore the sensitivity of the ice shelf melt to the ocean forcing, and the impact on water masses.

The basal melt of the ice shelves is 140% lower during years 2008, 2009 and 2012 (1.37 Gt/yr for the Mertz in REF)

than during years 2010, 2014 and 2015 (3.32 Gt/yr for the Mertz). This is most likely due to the thermal forcing

of the ocean, since the averaged temperature in the cavity is below -1.7◦C during the years of low basal melt rate

(supplementary Figure A.9a). During these periods, the basal melt driven consumption of SW simulated in REF is5

160% lower than during the period of intense basal melt (supplementary Figure A.9b). The transformations of SW

inside the cavity seem to be highly sensitive to the basal melt rate. Another effect of the presence of MSW instead

of DSW is linked to the non-linearities of the sea water equation of state. The transformation of DSW by ocean –ice

shelf interactions can be estimated to be 30% higher than the transformation of MSW for a similar basal melt rate (see

supplementary Figure A.9c), due to the increase in sea water density with decreasing temperature. Additionaly, the10

warm anomaly can limit the sea ice growth as the mixed layer deepens during winter, potentially responsible for the

low sea ice production rate in MBP and NBP. This warm bias might be induced by the mean circulation simulated by

our model: the westward current crossing the Mertz Trough and Adélie Depression carries large amount of relatively

warm mCDW. Such intrusions of mCDW have for now not been reported. Summer observations, however, indicate

intrusions of CDW east of the Mertz Trough (Aoki et al., 2017), without entering the Adélie Depression. Understand-15

ing the driving mechanism of the CDW intrusions east of the Adélie Depression is beyond the scope of this study. It

also appears that the destratification in the Adélie Depression remains incomplete by the end of winter. One could ex-

pect to obtain different ocean–ice shelf interactions and impact on polynyas if the stratification is entirely eroded each

winter and if large amounts of DSW were present in the ice shelf cavities instead of MSW. One potential cause resides

in the atmospheric forcing resolution: despite the relatively high resolution of the ERA5 dataset (approximately 3020

km), it is probably not enough to catch the detailed topography which leads to the exceptional intensity of katabatic

winds in Adélie Land. This can have the effect of underestimating the actual sea ice production in coastal polynyas.

In addition to the low sea ice production, the presence of the B9B iceberg during our simulated period potentially

further limits the formation of DSW (K17 simulated sustained sea ice growth over larger portions of the Adélie De-

pression as the B9B is absent). One could expect higher DSW formation rate now that the B9B has left the Adélie25

Depression. Finally, the method used here to analyse the influence of ocean–ice shelf interactions on dense water

(namely the transport budget) presents some limitations. It is not suited to discriminate between thermodynamical

water mass transformation and local convergence/divergence of water mass. Other methods, such as the one proposed

by Abernathey et al. (2016) could solve this issue.

30

6. Conclusion

In this study, we analysed the sensitivity of ice shelf basal melt, ocean mean state and dense water transport to the

representation of tides and ice shelves. We run a series of high-resolution simulations of the ocean and sea ice using
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an ocean–sea ice model driven by atmospheric reanalysis. Our experiments revealed that ice shelves of the D’Urville

Sea are highly sensitive to tidal forcing, with a basal melt increase ranging from +62% to +250% depending on the

ice shelf considered. This response is attributed to the dynamical forcing of tides near ocean–ice shelf interface.

Ocean–ice shelf interactions yield a cooling and a freshening of the subsurface ocean, and a warming and salinity

increase concentrated in the top 200 m of the water column, and to the onset of a basal–melt–driven circulation. The5

investigation of water mass transport in polynyas revealed that the Mertz Glacier Polynya host very little dense water

formation, but that DSW can be formed in other polynyas off Adélie Land (Mertz or Ninnis Bank Polynyas). The heat

and freshwater fluxes between ice and ocean beneath ice shelves yield a freshening and cooling of the water masses

involved (mCDW, CDW, MSW or DSW). This results in the production of a relatively light water mass from the

consumption of dense water (mostly MSW). This way, ocean–ice shelf interactions lead to a decrease in the amount10

of dense water being formed off Adélie Land, as part of the dense water formed in situ is consumed beneath ice

shelves. This effect is further strengthened by tide-induced ice shelf basal melt increase. Moreover, the subsurface

freshening induced by ice shelf melting inhibit the conversion of surface waters into dense waters as sea ice forms.

This suggests that ocean–ice shelf interactions could have played a role in recent changes of dense water formation.

Tides and ocean–ice shelf interactions are two important processes that have to be accounted for in numerical models15

dedicated to the study of formation of dense water. Furthermore, we argue that both processes have to be represented

together as the absence of interactions between them might alter results from studies involving tides or ice shelves in

coastal Antarctica. The importance of ice shelves for dense water transformation raises the question of the formation

of DSW in a future climate. Our results suggest that an increase in ice shelf basal melt could lead to a diminution

of dense water production. The important interactions between ice shelf basal melt in the presence of tides stress the20

need to take these processes into account in climate models.
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Appendix A. Supplementary figures

Figure A.1: LANDSAT natural color images (USGS/NASA Landsat Program) of A) Dibble Ice Shelf region taken on 23 March 2015 and B) Mertz

Ice Shelf region taken on 23 November 2014. The black dashed line illustrates the coastline and the red dashed line illustrate the ice shelves front

or grounding line. Green dots indicate the location of potentially grounded icebergs. WB: Watt Bay and Ice Shelf, BB: Buchanan Bay, F: Fisher

Ice Shelf.
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Figure A.2: Tidal ellipses for constituents O1 and M2 in simulation BARO overlaying bathymetric contours. Red lines indicates the ice shelf or

iceberg edges. Zoom over Dibble Ice Shelf (left), Adélie Depression (middle), Mertz and Ninnis Ice Shelves (right). Note the scale difference

between O1 and M2.

Figure A.3: Ocean temperatures in the Adélie Depression from the CTD casts performed after 2010 used in the WOA18 climatology.
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Figure A.4: 2010-2015 averaged basal melt of ice shelves in Adélie Land. a) Dibble ice shelf; b) Mertz and Ninnis ice shelves. Black contours:

bathymetry (every 100 m for thin lines, 500 m for thick lines).

Figure A.5: Average ocean temperature and velocity in the boundary layer at the ice-ocean interface beneath B9B (left), Mertz (middle) and Ninnis

(right) Ice Shelves, simulated in REF (top). Difference between REF and noT (bottom row).
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Figure A.6: Differences in sea ice production (cumulated during freezing period: April to October), between noI and noA (a) and noT and noA (b).

Effect of the interactions between tides and ice shelf (c). 2010-2015 averaged.

Figure A.7: Temperature difference averaged between 200 m and 400 m (2010-2015 average) between noT and noA (a) and noI and noA (b).

Temperature changes due to tide–ice shelf interactions (c). (d),(e),(f): as for (a),(b),(c) but for ocean salinity. Black crosses on color shading

indicate statistical significance (2σ). Bathymetry is indicated as black contours every 200 m.
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Figure A.8: Same as figure A.7 but for ocean velocities.

Figure A.9: a) Ocean temperature averaged inside the Mertz, Ninnis and B9B cavities in the REF experiment. b) Water mass transformations from

ocean–ice shelf interactions (computed following Jeong et al. (2020)) simulated in REF and noT for the years with low basal melt (2008, 2009 and

2012, dashed line) and for the years with high basal melt (2010, 2014 and 2015, solid line). Vertical dashed line indicates the 28.27 neutral density

threshold. c) Water mass transformations from ocean–ice shelf interactions simulated in REF and estimated if the ocean temperature was -1.8◦C:

using the density of REF (FRZ R, solid line), or using the salinity of REF (FRZ S, dashed line).
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